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Abstract-Data transmission in the wireless
network is very big challenge. Several factors
affect to transmit data safely. In this paper we
have identified possible reasons which can affect
the transmission of data. We have also shown how
soft computing techniques can be helpful in secure
data transmission.
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1. Introduction
Any system that has to be protected might have
weaknesses or vulnerabilities, some or all may be
targeted by an attacker. One approach of designing
security mechanisms for systems is to look at the
threats that the system faces and the attacks possible
given the vulnerabilities. The designed security
mechanisms should then ensure that the system is
secure in the light of these threats, attacks, and
vulnerabilities. Another problem with defending
wireless ad hoc networks is that existing security
technologies are more geared towards wire line
networks, which are fairly static. Existing
technologies often rely on the availability of traffic
choke points (which most traffic goes through).
Security devices placed at such choke points can
inspect traffic for suspicious behavior and
implement security policies and respond as needed.
This is not true in ad hoc networks where the
network entities often move around. This results in
frequent changes in the structure of the network.
Traditional security solutions also depend on a few
centrally located devices for managing the security
of the network. Such solutions are not applicable for
wireless ad hoc networks on account of the features
of these networks.

2. Literature Survey
Different work has been already done in the
implementation of secure data transmission through
soft computing techniques in Ad hoc networks. In

one work, to improve the more security in data
transmission updating techniques have been
implemented. In this algorithm the work was to solve
the session hijacking, traffic analysis and
eavesdropping, higher level attacks, operating system
bugs and different type of security methods like treat
base stations as entrusted and setting up a virtual
private network [1].
In another work a method has been used to support
high data transmission rate in ad hoc network based
on blue tooth. In this work the new network topology
called “DoublePico” (Double Piconet) for
overcoming low data transmission rate was proposed
in a scatternet which was constructed by Bluetooth
piconets. To construct the DoublePico, the node,
which performs the function of the relay station, has
two blue tooth devices. Two different piconets were
linked in one node by the link with the two blue tooth
devices, thereby forming the ad hoc networks [2].
In another work a method was proposed based on
percolation for the machine-to machine stub network.
A new routing and data transmission method for the
stub network was based on the six degrees of
separation. The scheme consists of two phases:
routing phase and the data transmission phase. In the
probe phase, probes packets are transmitted and are
flowed in the network [3].
One more work, states about different wireless
network security techniques. Security techniques
whose results confirm an intuitive claims: the more
attackers there are in the network, more damaging
they inflict in to a multicast session in terms of packet
delivery ratio, hence it’s better to remove such nodes
from the network altogether.
The next section describes possible threats which can
affect the performance of the data transmission.

3. Threats affect data transmission

Threat is the means through which the ability or
intent of an agent to adversely affect an automated
system, facility or operation can be manifested. All
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services, and criminal organizations. In the following
sections some of the possible threats have been
explained:

3.1 Vulnerability
It is any hardware, firmware, or software flaw that
leaves an information system open for potential
exploitation. The exploitation can be of various types,
such as gaining unauthorized access to information or
disrupting critical processing.

3.2 Attack
It is an attempt to bypass the security controls on a
computer. The attack may alter, release, or deny data.
The success of an attack depends on the vulnerability
of the system and the effectiveness of existing
counter measures. Examples of attacks include
actions such as stealing data from storage media and
devices, obtaining illegitimate privileges, inserting
data falsely, modifying information, analyzing
network traffic, obtaining illegitimate access to
systems through social engineering, or disrupting
network operation using malicious software [5].
Attacks can be divided into two main categories:
 Passive attacks

the packet or frame exchanges in the wireless
medium by sniffing the airwaves. Since an attacker
only listens to the packets that are passing by without
modifying or tampering with the packets, these
attacks mainly target the confidentiality attribute of
the system. However, this process of gathering
information might lead to active attacks later on.
Typically this attack is easier to launch than the next
type of attacks.
 Active attacks
Active attacks are those attacks where the attacker
takes malicious action in addition to passively
listening to on-going traffic. For example an attacker
might choose to modify packets, inject packets, or
even disrupt network services. Security in wireless
networks differs markedly from security for their
wire line counterparts due to the very nature of the
physical medium. While communicating over a
wireless medium, the transmitted and received signals
travel over the air. Hence, any node that resides in the
transmission range of the sender and knows the
operating frequency and other physical layer
attributes (modulation, coding, etc.) can potentially
decode the signal without the sender or the intended
receiver knowing about such an interception.

In these types of attack an attacker passively listens to

4. Comparative Analysis of Implementation of Soft computing Techniques in Secure Data
Transmission
Table: Five research papers have been used for the analysis of the work in which soft computing techniques
have been implemented:
Purpose

Approach
Applied

Result

I

II

III

IV

V

Study of two routing
attacks which use noncooperative
network
members and disguised
packet
losses
to
develop adhoc network
resources and to reduce
adhoc
routing
performances [21].
Configuring
and
reconfiguring
selfhealing communities for
each end to end
connection, a chain of
self-healing
communities along the
shortest
path
are
established to route
disruption.

In some problems
which occurred for the
period of information
transmitting
like
session
hijacking,
MAC spoofing etc [1].

To implement a
successful
eGovernment
application
in
which
security
was required [24].

It highlights the
challenges posed
by the need for
security
during
system architecture
design for wireless
devices [25].

To develop a simple,
efficient and secure
multicast protocol [23].

Different types of
security methods like
Treat base stations,
setting up a virtual
private network etc.

Cryptographic
algorithms, security
enhancement
to
embedded
processors,
and
advanced system
architecture
for
wireless devices.

Implemented
a
prototype system which
validates
secure
multicast protocol and
evaluates
against
various
performance
matrices.

It verifies that it is
effective and efficient to
use paradigm to secure
common ad hoc routing
protocols.

The best course of
action for network
engineers
is
to
assume that the link
layer
offers
no
security.

Web Application
Firewall
(WAF),
which is called
(HiWAF), is a web
application
firewall that works
in three modes:
positive, negative
and
session
based
security
mode.
It gives the brief
summary of the
current
security
solutions that are
currently available
to
secure
eGovernment web
application.

Security
considerations will
become an integral
part
of
system
design for wireless
handsets,
rather
than
being
addressed as an
afterthought.

Video-on-Demand
application are even
better and show that if
we perform copy right
protection of video data
off-line, our protocol
can
successfully
multicast video security
and with copy-right
protection.
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Conclusion

In this paper it has
shown that how noncooperative
members
can threat the secure
routing protocols by
various
means.
Particularly, they can
deplete
network
resources and reduce
the routing performance
to minimum.

The protocols are
evolving to meet the
needs
of
serious
users. Treat wireless
stations as you would
treat an unknown user
asking for access to
network
resources
over
a
untrusted
network.

5. Conclusion
In this paper different factors are identified which
can affect the transmission of the data. After an indepth review it has been found that very few work
have been done so far in which the concept of soft
computing techniques are implemented to transmit
the data safely. Hybrid web application firewall is
the first security solution in which both ANN &
Fuzzy logic have been applied. This opens the gate
of soft computing as an approach which in the
future can be utilized in secure data transmission.
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